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the security of your e-mail address and password will be kept secure and is not shared. in the event
that your e-mail address changes you will be contacted directly with further details. you can also just

login using your e-mail and password to access your account. battlefield 3 is the second game to
come from a new studio under electronic arts, dice. also through ea austin and ea los angeles as
battlefield 2 was developed at dice and published by ea games networking, ea austin and ea los

angeles will oversee the multiplayer aspects of the game - dice has created an awesome
singleplayer experience which is truly its own thing and will come in a physical, retail boxed product.
the decision to make the game world size a literal'acre'is the primary consideration. the map is huge
and in the game there are multiple teams. just keep in mind the gameplay is a lot more like a film (at
least for the first few weeks of gameplay) with players dying and respawning at every corner of the
map, than just a multi-player software. multiplayer is a team game that's set on a vast scale. the

game world covers an area roughly the size of the san francisco bay area (i.e. more than 1.5 million
acres of real-world terrain). the game world is divided into many 'plots' with a number of teams

controlling different areas of the massive landscape. these 'plots' are joined together by a series of
roads and bridges, and since the game supports up to 64 players, you can have 64 separate battles

happening on the same map at the same time. you will be able to take on the role of different
factions in different places on the massive map, including team mates and ai allies (as the game is

mod-enabled).
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